FORENSIC TECHNOLOGY PRACTICE

In collaboration with our trusted partners Packet Ninjas and SecurIT360, we serve as an unrivaled cyber investigation resource. We seamlessly integrate our capabilities in advanced data analytics and fraud investigation with our partners’ specialized expertise to protect against, identify, and respond to sophisticated organizational attacks led by internal or external threats.

OUR SERVICES

CYBER SECURITY

• Information Security Audits
• Penetration Testing
• Data Breach Prevention

We provide a full range of internal and external vulnerability assessments of systems, applications, and processes with the goal of identifying risks and threats early enough to prevent data security incidents and control internal investigation costs.

COMPUTER FORENSICS

• Evidence and Data Collection
• Forensic Data Analysis
• Cyber-Crime Investigation
• Expert Testimony and Reporting

Our multidisciplinary team recovers and recreates data history to investigate suspicious activity while quickly identifying and responding to vulnerabilities or attacks. Following industry best practices and forensic protocols, we confirm facts and eliminate false assumptions by applying customized investigation solutions that include evidence collection, data analysis, and fraud and internal investigation.

DATA BREACH AND INCIDENT RESPONSE

• Data Collection and Preservation
• Incident Analysis and Cyber Investigation
• Expert Testimony and Reporting

We apply forensically sound methods to preserve key digital evidence, whether data was intentionally deleted or manipulated, and investigate clues in order to establish a clear picture of the incident and launch an effective response.

“The new frontier of fraud investigation is forensic technology. Our team combines our proven fraud investigation and data analytic techniques with our litigation-focused approach to identify the source and scope of these incidents, preserve key evidence, effectively communicate our findings and help prevent future attacks.” – Kelly Todd, Forensic Strategic Solutions, Inc.

forensicstrategic.com
OUR FIRM

Forensic Strategic Solutions, Inc. is a national financial investigation firm that specializes in analyzing the interrelationships between people, events and data within financial records so that subtle inconsistencies and irregularities are exposed. We combine our deep experience in fraud investigation and litigation consulting with advanced data analytic techniques and innovative technologies to arm our clients with fact-based, clearly-illustrated data and defensible positions, best situating them to achieve favorable outcomes in courts of law and other forums.

FORENSIC TECHNOLOGY TEAM

KELLY TODD, CPA, ABV, CFF, CFE
Kelly Todd is a Shareholder at Forensic Strategic Solutions, Inc. with specialties that include investigative financial consulting, fraud examination and litigation consulting with a broad range of experience in the investigation and analysis of electronic evidence. Ms. Todd has a strong working relationship with plaintiff and defense attorneys, corporate boards, government inspector generals and government agencies. Her experience also includes financial and white-collar investigations such as asset misappropriation, fraud and embezzlement.

LINDSAY GILL, CFE
Lindsay Gill is the Director of Forensic Strategic Solutions’ Forensic Technology Practice and has deep knowledge and experience leading investigations involving breaches of technology. She has extensive experience using the latest data mining, data preparation and visualization methods to successfully link components of an investigation to detect fraud, waste, and abuse from internal and external threats. She has conducted forensic investigations for publicly and closely held businesses in many industries, local and municipal governments, and educational institutions.

PACKET NINJAS – DANIEL CLEMENS, PRINCIPAL
Packet Ninjas serves a professional partner and cyber security advisor to FSS on matters relating to security incidents and computer forensics. The team at Packet Ninjas is highly trained in incident response and forensics and has aided in high-stakes corporate investigations. Since 2005, Packet Ninjas has helped businesses all over the world defend against hacking, uncover electronic attacks and fraud, and provide legally defensible evidence against attackers.

SECUрит360 – DAVID FORRESTALL, PRINCIPAL
SecurIT360 serves as a professional partner and IT security advisor to FSS on matters relating to cyber risk management and security. SecurIT360 advises public and private entities, providing them with a comprehensive outlook to secure IT systems and risk mitigation to protect against critical security weaknesses in an organization’s technology infrastructure. The team at SecurIT360 has in-depth knowledge surrounding information security audit, risk assessment, security, operations, and system design and implementation.